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1
How Do We Need
to Think, Act, and
Meet Differently?
Times change, and we change with them too.
—Owen’s Epigrammata

C

urriculum mapping causes systemic change within a learning organization. Change in an organization’s actions affects its individual members.
Conversely, change in the individual member’s actions affects the whole.
Curriculum mapping perceives all members of a learning organization as
leaders. The members closest to the students are the teachers. Curriculum mapping empowers teachers, with administrative support, to be the curriculum
leaders. As leaders they do not look to others to solve problems; instead they look
to one another to confront and solve problems as a team (Heifetz 1994).

THINKING DIFFERENTLY: PLANNED
VERSUS OPERATIONAL CURRICULUM
Substantial amounts of time, money, and energy are spent to meet federal,
state, and local curriculum mandates and directives. Guidelines, scope and
sequences, frameworks, course descriptions, and measurement criteria are
often developed to aid in defining students’ planned-learning expectations.
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While planning learning is needed and valid, a predicament occurs when data
comparison begins. When assessment results and other forms of data can only
be compared to planned-learning documentation, accuracy in accessing problems or solutions gives way to speculation or conjecture. If teachers are asked
to evaluate why students underperformed on a state assessment, and there is
no recorded documentation by each teacher of what was actually learned, the
conclusions drawn will lack precision.

Two Perspectives
Curriculum mapping views curriculum from two perspectives. The first is
the planned learning curriculum. Planned learning may or may not actually
become reality. Therefore, a second view is necessary. The operational curriculum represents learning that truly happened.
A teacher’s operational curriculum documentation is called a Diary Map
(Jacobs 1997). Planned learning curriculum is documented using a variety
of map types, each with a unique purpose: (a) an individual teacher’s
Projected Map, (b) a school site team’s Consensus Map, or (c) a districtwide
Essential Map. A learning organization’s curriculum maps are accessed
by using a Web-based mapping system. Each teacher and administrator
has a personal log-in name and a password. Some systems provide
guest passes that allow students, parents, and the community to view planned
learning maps.
Jacobs (2006a) acknowledges that “curriculum mapping is formal work”
(p. 115). Designing curriculum maps, and conducting formal mapping reviews
(addressed in Chapter 7), takes a deep commitment of time and effort. If planning and implementation are well thought out, the endeavor will be a successful one. Jacobs (2004b) defines a mapping initiative’s success as having “two
specific outcomes: measurable improvement in student performance in the targeted areas, and the institutionalization of mapping as a process for ongoing
curriculum and assessment review” (p. 2).

A Student’s Journey
According to Marzano (2003), to master every discipline’s state standards,
a student’s K–12 educational journey would take 23 academic school years.
What he proved statistically, teachers know in reality. Teachers have to make
decisions about what learning to omit. Unless teachers are diary mapping,
a learning organization has no documentation of what each teacher has
excluded.
Teachers have various reasons for omitting specific learning. What one
teacher values, another may not. What one is comfortable teaching, another
is not. What one deems necessary to study in depth, another does not.
Environmental factors may also play a role in omission. An unexpected
weather front that closes down a district for three weeks or the discovery of
asbestos in a school’s ceilings that causes classes to be moved to another campus for two months will affect the outcomes of planned learning expectations.
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While not intended to do so, a curriculum based solely on planned learning
documentation may end up providing students with Swiss-cheese educations.
Parents of triplets ask that Johnny, Jane, and Julissa be separated upon entering
Kindergarten. If there is no collaborative, teacher-designed planned learning
and no documentation of each teacher’s operational learning, there is a chance
that the triplets will experience three different K–12 curricula. This is not to say
that curriculum mapping demands the triplets’ teachers teach the same exact
learning at the same exact time in the same exact way. It simply points out that
students need teachers to document both the collaboratively planned learning
and each individual teacher’s operational learning to best serve students and
provide an equitable education for all.

10 Tenets of Curriculum Mapping
In any field of study, curriculum mapping included, there are principles
that drive perception, communication, and how business is conducted. These
principles, or tenets, provide consistency and flexibility in a learning organization’s actions (see Figure 1.1).
These tenets are paramount to how a learning organization may need to
think differently than it has in the past. When a learning organization begins to
think differently, it begins to act differently.

ACTING DIFFERENTLY:
VERIFICATION VERSUS SPECULATION
Curriculum mapping is not meant to be an action that teachers simply go and
do. This complex initiative cannot be grasped simply by attending an inservice
or two. It takes instruction, exploration, experience, and adequate time before
a learning organization’s members begin to act differently using documentation of what actually happened as well as what is planned.

Evidence Versus Claim
To impact improved student learning, teachers and administrators must
commit to using data-driven evidence rather than verbal claims. Diary Maps
provide the evidence of each teacher’s operational learning. Figure 1.2 provides three examples of how this type of curriculum map can significantly
impact curriculum decision making.

Data-Driven Collaborations and Decision Making
Curriculum maps are a form of data-based evidence that influences curricular dialogue and decision making. The sample on page 6 is just one example of
how teachers may rethink or redesign a curriculum based on map evidence
rather than on speculation.
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Figure 1.1

10 Tenets of Curriculum Mapping

1. Curriculum mapping is a multifaceted, ongoing process designed to improve student
learning.

2. All curricular decisions are data driven and in the students’ best interest.

3. Curriculum maps represent both the planned and the operational learning.

4. Curriculum maps are created and accessed using 21st-century technology.

5. Teachers are leaders in curriculum design and curricular decision-making processes.

6. Administrators encourage and support teacher-leader environments.

7. Curriculum reviews are conducted on an ongoing and regular basis.

8. Collaborative inquiry and dialogue are based on curriculum maps and other data
sources.

9. Action plans aid in designing, revising, and refining maps.

10. Curriculum-mapping intra-organizations facilitate sustainability.
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Figure 1.2

Verbal Claim Versus Data-Based Evidence

Verbal Claim

Data-Based Evidence

No Diary Maps

With Diary Maps

We always teach biomes
around this time of year.
Why change now? It doesn’t
really matter anyway as long
as the students learn it
sometime during the year.

From the evidence found by reviewing two years of Diary Maps,
each one of us teaches biomes at various times starting in January
and ending in May. The new state science assessment will be given
during the first week of April. The state testing blueprint shows
that 45% of the test will be based on environmental science. We
need to reach an agreement on which quarter or month we will
focus on biomes. Then our next step will be to determine what
the key learning must be in that unit.

I really enjoy teaching Where
the Red Fern Grows. It was my
favorite book when I was in
sixth grade.There is a really
good movie I like to show my
students at the end of the
unit.They have to decide how
the movie producer and
director modified the book’s
story line.

Even though I enjoy teaching Where the Red Fern Grows, based on
our reading-resources mapping review, the data reveals that
this book is being used as a reading text in Grades 6, 7, and 8.
After looking at the state standards that address fictional
text, and the fact that the Grade 8 state assessment uses
mostly fictional excerpts, I have to admit that my teammates
and I may need to stop using Where the Red Fern Grows
in sixth grade as one of our core texts. I have been thinking
that it actually fits best in seventh grade. . . . If we do decide
that this book will no longer be part of sixth-grade learning,
I have some great lessons, activities, and a final project for the
grade that ends up using it.

Students don’t like to solve
linear equations.They never
listen to me when I explain
how to solve them.They
think math is a boring
subject.

By reviewing the anonymous student survey completed by
105 of our middle school students, I found an interesting
discrepancy. Question 3 asked: Which subject do you believe
is the most important to learn in school to be successful as an
adult? Seventy-five percent of the students selected mathematics.
Question 9 asked: Which subject is your least favorite in school?
Ninety percent of the students responded mathematics.This is
both profound and alarming! It’s not that they are not interested in
the subject; they obviously hold mathematics in high regard.We
need to review our Diary Maps to see when and to what
depth we are teaching critical concepts.Then we need to zoom
in and discuss our presentation styles.The way we are teaching
may be a part of what I thought was an apathy issue until I read
the survey results.
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